HAND OPERATED  
STAIR STRINGER TEMPLATE  
DUAL SIDED STRINGER TEMPLATE  
FOR HAND ROUTING BOX STAIR STRINGERS

The Stair-Template™ is a simple to use and cost effective solution for routing box stair stringers by hand.

SIMPLE OPERATION
1. Layout two rise run lines using the included rise run square.
2. Mark step locations using a pencil.
3. Clamp Stair-Template™ to stringer using the self contained clamping system.

FEATURES
- Heavy Duty Construction
- Operator Choice of Rise & Run
- Standard Box Steps Are Consistent
- Self Contained Clamps For Rigid Routing
- One Template For All Your Steps
- Completely Mechanical
- Minimal Operator Training Required
- Reversible For Left & Right Stringers
- Rugged Two Piece Cast Aluminum Body
- Set It And Forget It For Production Jobs
- Unlimited Rise/Run Combinations
- Extreme Sizes Are Easy To Handle
- Designed By Stair Builders Like You

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
- 3 1/4 HP Electric Hand Router
- Right Hand Routing Bit
- Tape Measure
- Extension Cord
- Box of No. 2/HB Pencils

SPECIFICATIONS
- Dimensions: 29" x 21"
- Thickness (Body Minimum): 5/8"
- Weight: 32 lbs
- Works With Cutters: 7/8" Dovetail
- Air Required: None
- Electric Required: None (For Template)

DESIGN ADVANTAGES
- Single Template For Multiple Steps.
- Heavy Duty Construction.
- Multiple Overhangs To Choose From.
- Integrated Clamps Reduces Tools Required.
- Rout Consistent Rise/Runs For Box Stairs.
- Large Range Of Rise/Run Combinations.
- Double Sided For Left Hand And Right Hand Stringers.
- One Template Handles All Your Box Stair Construction.
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